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Abstract
Large scale Lithium-ion batteries play a crucial role in the transition to green energy. However, when misused,
such batteries may experience thermal runaway, characterized by the production of hot and flammable gases that
eventually vent out. If ignition conditions are not met and the battery is confined, gases accumulate making the
event of explosion probable. To assert the problem of creating reliable large scale storage systems, numerical
simulations of Li-ion related explosions could be an efficient predicting tool at a prototyping step. Here, the focus
is on the effect of wall heat losses on the tulip flame formation and propagation. It sets a first academic laminar
case before considering Li-ion-related turbulent explosions, the long-term aim being high-fidelity simulations of
industrial-size battery explosion scenarios.
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Introduction
In the event of a Thermal Runaway (TR) occurring

in an enclosed space, if a fire is not immediately trig-
gered, gases may accumulate until the lower flamma-
bility limit of the mixture is reached. A spark from
a failing electrical device can trigger an explosion. At
the scale of the cell, the explosion is already critical in
some cases where the user is close to the system [1, 2],
or when considering transportation applications [3]. In
large scale batteries or in storage configurations, and due
to TR propagation [4, 5], large quantity of gases can be
released, filling the enclosed space, leading to dramatic
explosions. Baird et al. [1] and Henriksen et al. [6] have
listed accidents involving batteries, where an explosion
occured. The storage and transportation of batteries also
raise concerns at the highest levels [7], and predicting
the explosion behavior of a given configuration involv-
ing failing Li-ion is critical. On the way to predict the
explosion behavior of failing Li-ion batteries in confined
spaces (storage, large scale power modules, ...), multi-
ple interrogations can be highlighted concerning the ca-
pability of a solver to accurately reproduce all the phe-
nomena involved. As an attempt to reproduce a Li-ion
vent-gases-related explosion, the simulation of flames
obtained experimentally by Henriksen et al. [6] where
extensive data are available is proposed. In the follow-
ing sections, the validation of the simulation framework
against experimental data is given. Influences of bound-
ary conditions are asserted on the way to this valida-
tion. Overall, this study sets a milestone towards the
simulation of more complex explosions of Li-ion vent
gases, with a familiarization to the phenomena at hand
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in a simple academic case, already used for experimen-
tal versus simulation comparisons [6].

1 Source of the experimental data
The experimental dataset is shared by Henriksen and

Bjerketvedt [6]. A description of the experimental setup
used to produce the data is recalled here: The tube
is of rectangular cross-section (length 1000 mm, width
65 mm, height 116.5 mm), closed at the ignition end and
opened at the venting end. The tube is filled at atmo-
spheric conditions (T0 = 293.0K,P0 = 1.0 atm) with a
mixture of synthetic vent gases and air with predefined
equivalence ratio. A 20 ms ignition sequence, consist-
ing in two successive sparks, is triggered after a 1.0 min
resting time. The system is equipped with four pres-
sure sensors (Kistler 7001) and the high speed camera
(Photron SA1) captures flame displacement through the
optical access. A schematic description of the experi-
mental setup is given in Figure 1. The gaseous mixture
considered in the study of Henriksen et al. results from
vent gas analysis of commercial LFP cells. The molar
composition is as follows: H2: 34.9 %, CH4: 15.0 %,
C2H4: 5.0 %, CO: 25.0 %, CO2: 20.1 %.

2 Simulation framework and models
The approach to simulate the free flame proposed in

this section serves two main objectives: 1. it is a direct
opportunity to validate choices in terms of chemical ki-
netics modelling and flame modelling, 2. it is a first
calibration step to go further with cases including ob-
stacles producing turbulence and realistic battery mod-
ules. For the first objective, an Analytically Reduced
Chemistry scheme (ARC) is chosen. It is developed
and validated for multiple Li-ion vent gases under var-
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Figure 1: Schematic represesentation of the experimental setup proposed by Henriksen et al. [6] to assert Li-ion vent gases
explosions. The four pressure transducers are noted PT1-4.

ious representative combustion scenario [8]. Figure 2
shows the good agreement between the reference de-
tailed San Diego scheme (SD) and the reduced scheme
(ARC) when computing a 1D premixed laminar flame
at T = 300K and P = 1 atm. Concerning the flame
model, the Dynamically Thickened Flame (DTF) ap-
proach is chosen [9, 10]. It ensures five points in the
flame front thickness by detecting methane consumption
and artificially thickening the flame. 46.3 M unstruc-
tured tetrahedra compose the mesh with a target resolu-
tion in the tube of 1.0 mm. This choice made in a case
where a structured mesh would also perform properly
is motivated by the fact that in cases where obstacles
of arbitrary shapes are placed in the channel, this mesh
topology will be mandatory. The calibration in this step
concerns the way heat transfers at the wall are treated,
which can be transposed further in turbulent cases, to
assert the initial laminar propagation, important to avoid
errors propagating through history effects.
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Figure 2: Simulation of a 1D premixed laminar flame us-
ing the Analytically Reduced Chemistry computed in [8] at
T = 300K. Comparison of the laminar flame speed SL and the
thermal flame thickness δL.

In the framework of AVBP [11], the convec-
tion scheme proposed by Lax and Wendroff [12] is
taken along with WALE as a subgrid scale turbulence
model [13] (turbulence in the plenum). The CFL and
Fourier numbers are set to 0.7 and 0.1 respectively. The
computation is stabilized by second and fourth order ar-
tificial viscosity terms [14].

To mimic experimental conditions, the channel is
initially filled with a mixture at rest corresponding to the
stoichiometric condition targeted (experimental equiva-
lence ratios are φ = 0.77, φ = 1.03 and φ = 1.19). The
plenum is filled with air. The temperature of the gases is

set to T = 293.0K. Ignition is forced by imposing a hot
temperature sphere at the closed end of the channel over
a fixed duration. The sphere temperature profile is Gaus-
sian in time and space, and the maximum temperature is
set to Tig = 3000K. The ignition sequence lasts 20 ms
and is enclosed in a diameter of 2.0 mm. The NSCBC
formalism is used for the walls and the outlet [15]. The
outlet relaxes to the atmospheric pressure. Wall treat-
ments are the subject of the following section, and can
be set to all conditions, from adiabatic to isothermal,
passing by heat-loss modeling, with velocity laws.

3 A problem of wall boundary conditions
The first step towards the validation of the simula-

tion setup is the definition of boundary conditions able
to properly reproduce the experimental setup. In large
explosion cases, the common accepted strategy is to
consider that the flame does not have the time to heat
up the walls, hence the use of isothermal boundary con-
ditions [16, 17]. A second strategy, often chosen in fin-
ger flame theory and simulations is the adiabatic bound-
ary condition [18–20]. In practice, the influence of cold
walls on flame acceleration is critical if the flame is rea-
sonably slow: considering adiabatic will tend to pro-
mote this acceleration as it suppresses the heat neces-
sarily lost by the flame, and isothermal conditions are
only valid under the assumption that the flame is too
fast to pre-heat the walls and when thermal resistance
is low. It therefore tends to reduce acceleration. Due
to the large difference in thermal conductivity between
metallic and acrylic surfaces in this experimental sce-
nario, heat fluxes are neither zero (adiabatic), nor the
one of the isothermal case, they lie in between and must
be modelled. Two approaches are available. The first
one consists in coupling fluid simulation to solid simu-
lation in order to resolve unsteady temperature gradients
inside the thickness of the walls. The second approach is
to consider walls as thermally thin structures and obtain
a constant thermal resistance for each surface (strongly
linked to the material). In order to obtain preliminary
results, the second approach is selected. The first ap-
proach is kept for future iterations.

Before elaborating a strategy to determine proper
constant thermal resistances, it is necessary to verify
that the hypothesis of the thermally thin structure is ful-
filled, which is translated by the fact that the conductive
heat transfer must dominate the convective one, so that
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the heat is transported faster inside the material as by
convection at its boundary. The Biot number Bi is intro-
duced to compare convection fluxes to conduction fluxes
at the walls and evaluate if the timescales found exper-
imentally validate the hypothesis. Bi = hδw

Cth
where h is

the convective heat transfer coefficient between the fluid
and the wall, δw is the equivalent wall thickness and Cth
is the material’s thermal conductivity. To estimate h in
the present application, the flow at one wall is consid-
ered to be burnt gases at φ = 1.03 moving at the average
experimental flame front speed V = 16.8ms−1 over a
flat plate. Introducing the Nusselt number Nu, the aver-
age of h can be approximated by Nu λ

L , where L = 1.0m
is the length of plate and λ = 0.156Wm−1 K−1 is the
thermal conductivity of the burnt gases. As recalled
by [21], Nusselt number correlations have been empiri-
cally derived, and for a laminar flow parallel to a plane
surface it is defined as:

Nu ≃ 0.664Re
1
2
L Pr

1
3 (1)

where ReL ≃ 6.6× 10−4 is the Reynolds number asso-
ciated to the length of the tube, and Pr ≃ 0.68 is the
Prandtl number in the burnt gases (ReL < 5.0 × 10−5

and Pr > 0.6 are in the validity limits). The numeri-
cal application gives h ≃ 17.6Wm−2 K−1. By assuming
wall thicknesses of the order of δw = 2.0mm, more than
an order of magnitude can separate the Biot number at
metallic surfaces from the Biot number for optical ac-
cesses such that, for example, for stainless steel Cth ≃
14Wm−1 K−1 gives Bisteel ≃ 0.0025 and for acrylic
glass Cth ≃ 0.2Wm−1 K−1 gives Biacrylic ≃ 0.18. Two
conclusions arise: 1. The low value Bisteel = 0.0025≪ 1
means that metallic surfaces can be considered as ther-
mally thin surfaces, and due to the low thermal resis-
tance of such a material, conditions close to isothermal
are reached, 2. The value Biacrylic = 0.18 < 0.2 means
that acrylic surfaces are at the limit to be considered as
thermally thin under these conditions, and it is impor-
tant to remain aware that modelling such walls with a
constant thermal resistance is partly valid and may in-
troduce errors. Asserting the errors introduced is part of
future works where code coupling will be used to solve
temperature gradients inside the wall and verify the hy-
pothesis of thin wall made in this preliminary work.

For the approach considered in this paper, constant
thermal resistance heat loss Rth = δw/Cth is chosen. It
is proposed to evaluate the effect of this thermal resis-
tance on the flame acceleration by changing the equiva-
lent thickness. Asymptotically, an infinite thickness rep-
resents an adiabatic wall, a thickness equals to zero, an
isothermal wall. To take into account the difference in
materials used for the walls experimentally, it is cho-
sen to model upper and lower channel walls by stain-
less steel (Cth ≃ 14.0Wm−1 K−1) and the optical access
window with acrylic resin (Cth ≃ 0.2Wm−1 K−1). To
ensure symmetry, the hanging wall in front of the win-
dow is modeled with the same material (See Fig. 3).
The same equivalent thickness is used for the four chan-

nel walls. The definition of an optimal equivalent wall
thickness δ ∗

w then follows.

● Channel  back-
plane

 Wall: Adiabatic
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Figure 3: Choice of boundary conditions to experiment the
effect of thermal resistance on flame acceleration.

4 A procedure to obtain δ ∗
w

The objective of this section is to use a minimal
number of simulations to 1. obtain a finer understanding
of the influence of heat losses at the walls and 2. pro-
pose a fitted equivalent wall thickness that can be fur-
ther used in various configurations. Four simulations
with δw = 1.0mm (close to iso-thermal), δw = 2.0mm,
δw = 4.0mm and δw → +∞ (adiabatic) are computed
for the case φ = 1.03. To compare cases, a macroscopic
measure is proposed under the form of an ”error to adi-
abatic” ε , so that for one case:

ε(t) = xtip
adiab(t)− xtip

case(t) and εN =
1
N

N−1

∑
n=0

ε(n∆t) (2)

where xtip is the position of the flame tip, ∆t is the con-
stant time-step separating two flame tip position eval-
uations, [0, N∆t] is the interval on which the average
is performed. N∆t is chosen to correspond to the on-
set of the tulip flame in the adiabatic case (t = 52.0ms).
ε is defined for both simulation cases and experimental
cases, such that it is made easy to compare one com-
putational result to the experimental reference and the
adiabatic case simulation.

Figure 4 depicts that the error to adiabatic ε de-
creases with the thickness δw, and crosses the error
to adiabatic computed for the experimental acquisition.
Therefore, there is an optimal thickness δ ∗

w to search
such that the error to adiabatic of the simulation matches
the experiment. However, a very simple question arises:
what is a proper fitting procedure to link ε to δ−1

w ? One
first initiative could be to produce a linear fit, and correct
it successively by adding simulations until convergence
is reached. As this is costly, a more convenient approach
could be to propose a fitting function that inherits from
the physics of the problem, even if a perfect theoretical
relation is not obtainable. To start with, let us model the
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Figure 4: Comparison of flame tip position for varying δw: a)
Flame front position versus time, b) error to adiabatic ε .

flame by a finger flame, using the theory of Bychkov et
al. [19]:

d
dt

xtip =
ρ f

ρb

2
req

Uxtip (3)

where ρ f (resp. ρb) is the fresh (resp. burnt) gas den-
sity, req is the equivalent radius of the flame: req =
hw/(h+w), with h, w as height and width of the chan-
nel. U is the flame propagation speed. In the adia-
batic case, U = Uadiab (in the theory, Uadiab = SL, the
laminar flame speed). In order to model the effect of
non-adiabatic conditions, a correction is searched to re-
duce the flame propagation speed so that with losses
U = Uloss = Uadiab −α . To find α , the power of the
non-adiabatic flame is approximated by:

cp(Tb −Tf )ρ f AUloss = cp(Tb −Tf )ρ f AUadiab

− (Tb −Tw)
A

Rth

(4)

where cp is the specific heat, Tf (resp. Tb) is the fresh
(resp. burnt) gas temperature, A is the flame surface,
Tw is the wall temperature, and Rth is the wall thermal
resistance. For simplification purposes, Tw = Tf , and
Rth = δw/Cth. Equation 4 gives:

Uloss =Uadiab −
Cth

ρ f cp
δ
−1
w (5)

which leads to α = Cth
ρ f cp

δ−1
w . The influence of the equiv-

alent thickness δw on flame propagation appears as a
corrective term on its propagation velocity. Using the
definition of ε given in Eq. 2, an order one differential
equation in time is obtained:

d
dt

ε =− 2Cth

ρbcpreq
δ
−1
w ε (6)

With σ = 2Cth
ρbcpreq

, and because ε(0) = 0, a con-
stant B > 0 exists such that, for t > 0, ε(t) =
B
(
1− exp(−σδ−1

w t)
)
. Over the interval [0, N∆t], the

error to adiabatic writes as:

εN = B
(

1− 1
N

1− exp(−σ∆tδ−1
w N)

1− exp(−σ∆tδ−1
w )

)
(7)

Asymptotically, the relation is coherent with the fact
that when going closer to adiabatic, δw tends towards
infinity, the ratio containing the exponential terms is
equivalent to N/N, thus leading to limδw→+∞ εN = 0.
Similarly, when reaching isothermal boundary, δw tends
towards 0, leading to limδw→0 εN = B(1−1/N), a posi-
tive constant depending on the width of the averaging in-
terval. It is important to notice that the relation obtained
in Eq. 7 is only valid for a very restrained area (early
finger flame, before the flame touches the wall) and a
priori, it does not apply to the problem at hand. There-
fore, it is not necessary to try to search directly numer-
ical values of B and σ . However, it gives information
on the type of function that could lead to a proper fitting
of ε as a function of δ−1

w . It guides towards searching a
function under the form:

f f it(δ
−1
w ,N) = B′

(
1− 1

N
1− exp(−σ ′δ−1

w N)

1− exp(−σ ′δ−1
w )

)
(8)

where B′ and σ ′ are the parameters to fit. Under this as-
sumption, a simple fitting procedure can be performed
on the results depicted in Fig. 4 which leads to the con-
stants B′ = 60.24mm and σ ′ = 0.19mm, for N = 40
steps. The model is shown in Fig. 5. Thanks to this sim-
ple fit, it is possible to obtain the optimal δ ∗

w which cor-
responds to an equivalent thickness of 6.73 mm. A sim-
ulation is performed with this value and added to Fig. 5.
A relative error in ε inferior to 15 % is reached for this
fifth computation (4 simulations are run to prepare the
value of δ ∗

w, a fifth to confirm the value). At this step,
there are two possibilities: 1. this error is evaluated to
be sufficiently low, and the value of δ ∗

w is kept to con-
tinue the study, or 2. the model is fitted using the current
value of δ ∗

w and a new optimal is found (see Fig. 5: the
model fitted a posteriori), a new simulation closer to the
experimental ε could be obtained.
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Figure 5: Model of the error to adiabatic as a function of δ−1
w ,

simulation results a priori and a posteriori.

To remain coherent with the fact that the objective of
this fitting procedure was to help finding rapidly an op-
timum with a minimal number of simulations obtained
a priori, it is decided to continue with the already com-
puted δ ∗

w. In the next sections, and with this value of δ ∗
w,

a complete validation of the simulation setup versus ex-
perimental results can be done, including comparisons
to cases with different equivalence ratios.
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5 Complete experimental/simulation validation
For this validation, three equivalence ratios are as-

serted: φ = 1.03, φ = 1.19, and φ = 0.77 using δ ∗
w.

For the three cases, tulip flames form and propagate (see
Fig. 6). Figure 7 compares flame front position and ve-
locity for simulation and experimental cases. Concern-
ing flame tip position, a good agreement is reached for
the three equivalence ratios targeted. To measure the
drift of the simulation in comparison to the experiment,
the average error with respect to the experimental results
εexp is computed:

εexp =
1
N

N−1

∑
n=0

(
xtip

sim(n∆t)− xtip
exp(n∆t)

)
(9)

where [0, N∆t] is the interval where experimental re-
sults exist. For φ = 1.03 (resp. φ = 1.19 and φ = 0.77),
this average drift reaches +2.7 mm (resp. –16.8 mm
and +26.2 mm). The low absolute value for φ = 1.03
is reassuring as it confirms that the fitting procedure
allows to successfully capture the flame displacement.
For φ = 1.19 the negative value means that, on average,
the simulated flame lags behind the experimental flame,
but this lag remains low for a flame propagating in a
1.0 m-long tube, and an explosion event that lasts more
than 70.0 ms. The conclusion is similar for φ = 0.77,
where the positive drift is of the order of magnitude of
the hundredth of the tube length. In addition, the rel-
ative error on the peak velocity

∣∣∣V peak
sim −V peak

re f

∣∣∣/V peak
re f

is computed, and reaches 5.3 % at φ = 1.03, 10.9 %
at φ = 1.19, and 4.1 % at φ = 0.77. Additionally, the
transition position defined as the flame front position at
which the simulated peak velocity is reached is 83.9 mm
behind experimental at φ = 1.03, 101.9 mm behind at
φ = 1.19, and 23.6 mm behind at φ = 0.77 which rep-
resents errors of the order of 10 % of the tube length.
Thus, finger-tulip transition position is only reasonably
well predicted by simulation for the three equivalence
ratios considered, and it remains a subject of improve-
ment for future works.

The comparison of overpressure sensor data to com-
puted overpressure gives further information on the
quality of the simulation. Maximum overpressure lev-
els for the first sensor (PT1) are well retrieved by sim-
ulation (with relative errors lower than 10 % for all the
equivalence ratios). The temporal succession of pres-
sure peaks is predicted consistently, with two positive
impulses followed by a negative one. However, the neg-
ative peak that follows is underpredicted by simulation.
Finally, the effect of large oscillations assumed to be due
to acoustic resonance of the tube are not perfectly re-
covered by simulation. To sum up concerning pressure
measurements, global levels and temporal responses are
satisfactorily predicted. Differences are observed, and
there are multiple ways to try and reduce them such as
computing the acoustics at a laboratory scale to see its
influence on tube resonance or improving the mesh re-
finement inside the channel.

Figure 6: Flame propagation depicted as a z-normal cut of the
heat release rate multiplied by thickening, with the optimal δ ∗

w:
a) at φ = 1.03 b) at φ = 1.19, c) at φ = 0.77.

Figure 7: Experimental/simulation comparison of flame tip
position and velocity for δ ∗

w: a) Flame front position versus
time, b) Flame front velocity versus the flame front position.

Conclusion
Through experimental versus simulation compar-

isons of flame front position/velocity and overpressure
measurements, it is possible to validate the use of the
simulation setup proposed here for the reproduction
of finger-to-tulip flame transitions inside a rectangular
channel with Li-ion vent gases at three different equiva-
lence ratios. The effect of wall heat losses is observed,
and a simple fitting procedure helps to close the gap be-
tween experimental and simulation by computing an op-
timal equivalent wall thickness δ ∗

w. Thanks to this famil-
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Figure 8: Experimental/simulation comparison of PT1 and
PT3 sensors overpressure for δ ∗

w: a) at φ = 1.03, b) at φ =
1.19, c) at φ = 0.77.

iarization with the problem of explosion of Li-ion vent
gases, it is possible to continue with the test of config-
urations where turbulence interacts with the flame [22].
Knowing that the history effect can be crucial in explo-
sions, the proper capture of the initial laminar phase im-
proves the confidence in the feasibility of high fidelity
simulations of realistic cases.
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